
ECS Achieves AWS Public Safety &
Disaster Response Competency

Company recognized for technical
expertise in cloud solutions and
infrastructure support for emergency
response and recovery
FAIRFAX, Va.--(BUSINESS WIRE )--ECS , a leader in advanced technology,
science, and engineering solutions, announced that it has achieved Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Public Safety & Disaster Response Competency status.
This designation recognizes ECS’ deep expertise and proficiency in helping
organizations including U.S. law enforcement agencies to prepare for,
respond to, and recover from natural or man-made emergencies, disasters,
and public safety concerns by leveraging AWS solutions.

Protection of infrastructure and secure, uninterrupted access to data are
important aspects of public safety, law enforcement, and emergency
management. The AWS Public Safety & Disaster Response Competency
serves to differentiate ECS as an AWS Partner Network (APN) member that
provides specialized, demonstrated technical skill and proven customer
success with implementing workloads focused on public safety operational
tools, analytics tools, and infrastructure recovery tools. To receive the
designation, ECS was required to demonstrate experience, operational tools,
thought leadership, and expertise delivering solutions seamlessly on AWS.

“ECS is honored to achieve AWS Public Safety & Disaster Response
Competency status,” said John Sankovich , vice president of cloud solutions
at ECS. “As we continue to expand our customers’ capabilities, including our
support of federal law enforcement agencies focused on citizen and national
public safety, we are pleased to support innovations in the area of cloud for
emergency response.”

“Our longstanding relationship with AWS has been an important element of
our cloud practice,” said George Wilson , president of ECS. “This designation
is evidence of our commitment to best practices, continued growth, and
service to our customers.”
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ECS is an APN Premier Consulting Partner and an AWS Audited Managed
Service Provider (MSP) that has achieved AWS Machine Learning (ML)
Competency and AWS DevOps Competency status. In addition, ECS
participated in the launch of AWS Gov Cloud (US-East) and Amazon FSx for
Windows File Server .

AWS is enabling scalable, flexible, and cost-effective solutions from startups
to global enterprises. To support the seamless integration and deployment
of these solutions, AWS established the AWS Competency Program to help
customers identify APN Consulting and Technology Partners with deep
industry experience and expertise.

Through its Cloud Center of Excellence , ECS provides expert cloud
consulting, managed services, and full direct resale access to the leading
cloud service providers. The ECS Cloud Center of Excellence uses best
practices and frameworks to provide customers with expert certified
architects, optimized scalable solutions, and full compliance with all security
standards and requirements in its delivery of cloud solutions.

About ECS

ECS, a segment of ASGN, delivers advanced solutions in cloud,
cybersecurity, artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), application
and IT modernization, science, and engineering. The company solves critical,
complex challenges for customers across the U.S. public sector, defense,
intelligence, and commercial industries. ECS maintains partnerships with
leading cloud, cybersecurity, and AI/ML providers and holds specialized
certifications in their technologies. Headquartered in Fairfax, Virginia, ECS
has more than 2,700 employees throughout the United States. For more
information, visit ECStech.com .

About ASGN

ASGN Incorporated (NYSE: ASGN) is one of the foremost providers of IT and
professional services in the technology, creative, digital, engineering and life
sciences fields across commercial and government sectors. Operating
through its Apex, Oxford and ECS segments, ASGN helps leading corporate
enterprises and government organizations develop, implement and operate
critical IT and business solutions through its integrated offering of
professional staffing and IT solutions. Our mission is to be the most trusted
partner for companies seeking highly skilled human capital and integrated
solutions to fulfill their strategic and operational needs. ASGN was founded
in 1985 and is headquartered in Calabasas, California. For more information,
visit us at asgn.com .
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